Welcome to our by-weekly Newsflash!

In order to condense the information of the list serve, we will send a by-weekly Newsflash with upcoming events, news, articles, reports, and other relevant information.

This is a new effort and will improve over time.

All comments and suggestions are welcome.

News:

Great news from one of our most prominent and effective members, Mehnaz Akber Aziz. Please see attachment.

Events:

- **2019 OpenHIE Community Meeting** on 4-8 November 2019, in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
  

- Caregiver Mental Health Knowledge Sharing Series Launch Event Nov 12

  About the Series:
  There is a growing global recognition that caregiver mental health is a critical component of the health and development of their children as well as the wellbeing of caregivers themselves.
  This series welcomes Academic Researchers, Government Representatives, Policymakers + Funders, and Implementers.
  [https://www.fsnnetwork.org/caregiver-mental-health-knowledge-sharing-series-launch-event](https://www.fsnnetwork.org/caregiver-mental-health-knowledge-sharing-series-launch-event)
• On behalf of the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA)

This survey comes ahead of the November 2019 Nairobi Summit where the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) will be supporting the celebration of 25 years since the International Conference on Population and Development (ICPD) –during which 179 governments agreed that individuals have the right to decide freely whether and when to have children, and to have the information, education and means to do so. The survey is readily available in English, French and Spanish. Additional versions in Arabic and Russian will be available from 12/9/2019.

The survey takes about ten minutes to fill in, is available in low vision mode online and it will be open for answers until 4 October 2019.


International Conference on Population and Development (ICPD)+25 survey with partners
[https://www.nairobi summiticpd.org](https://www.nairobi summiticpd.org)

• The 3rd Community Based Rehabilitation (CBR/CBID) World Congress will be held on *28 -30 July 2020 in Uganda*.

Please visit our brand new website:

CBR Global Network | Unity in diversity – strength in difference
cbrglobalnetwork.org

• The 32nd EACD Annual Meeting, 17-20 June 2020, Poznan

European Academy of Childhood Disability Annual Meeting

Meetings - eacd.org

Meetings 32nd EACD meeting, 17-20 June 2020, Poznan, Poland 17-20 June 2020, 32 nd EACD meeting, Poznan, Poland www.eacd2020.org. Event Date: 17th June 2020 to 20th June 2019
Some interesting articles/reports:

- The Arc of Migration and the Impact on Children’s Health and Well-Being: Forward to the Special Issue-Children on the Move
  
  ![Image](https://www.mdpi.com/2227-9067/6/9/100)

- New Report! Integrating Social Care into the Delivery of Health Care: Moving Upstream to Improve the Nation’s Health
  
  National Academies of Science, Engineering, Medicine  
  ![Image](https://mailchi.mp/nas/functional-assessment-631809?e=1555485cde)


- Technology in the lives of educators and early childhood programs: 2018 Survey - cmhd.northwestern.edu  
  
  ![Image](https://cmhd.northwestern.edu)

- ![Image](https://helpmegrownational.org/martini-musings-moving-from-an-either-or-to-a-we-mentality/)

Martini Musings: Moving from an “Either/Or” to a “We” Mentality | Help Me Grow National Center

BY KIMBERLY MARTINI-CARVELL Regardless of whether you are considering policy priorities, funding opportunities, workforce development initiatives,
health outcomes, or a whole slew of other examples, it is now commonly recognized that our goals are best served by abandoning an “either/or” approach and instead adopting a “we” mentality. The problem is, despite considerable agreement that we cannot achieve systemic and sustained change in isolation, I have yet to see where actions and efforts reflect and reinforce this essential paradigm shift.

helpmegrownational.org